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Abstract 

Title of Thesis: Quantitative Detection of Cold Flow in Transdermal Drug Delivery 

System 

 

Yuxiang Zhao,Master of Science, 2014 

 

Thesis Directed By: Stephen W. Hoag, PhD, Professor,  

Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences 

School of Pharmacy 

 

Cold flow, by definition is the migration of adhesive beyond the boundaries of the 

transdermal drug delivery system (TDDS). It can result in poor transdermal product 

performance on the skin, decrease in the drug flux across the skin and undesirable 

drug exposure. These problems usually show up on storage and can only be detected 

by stability studies. However, once a transdermal product is approved, a company 

typically does not test the stability of every production batch. Hence, the first aim of 

this study was to investigate the relationship between the cold flow degree and the 

physical-mechanical properties of the TDDSs. The second aim was to investigate the 

feasibility of near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) to quantitatively predict cold flow. 

For this study, Durotak87-4098
®
 was selected as a model pressure sensitive 

adhesive (PSA). Triacetin and triethyl citrate were used as plasticizers, respectively, 

mixing with Durotak87-4098
®
 to formulate the prototype transdermal products. 

Thermally induced cold flow studies, static/dynamic shear adhesion tests and a 

pressure induced cold flow study were conducted to understand the relationship 



 

 

between the product shear adhesion and cold flow degree. A near infrared (NIR) 

model was developed; shear adhesion testing data and the amount of induced cold 

flow were used as the reference values to calibrate the model.  

This study shows that plasticizer content in a PSA can affect the product shear 

adhesion; the product shear adhesion is highly related to the cold flow degree. The 

NIR data was analyzed by using a series of chemometric methods like principal 

components analysis (PCA) and partial least square regression (PLS) showing that the 

NIR spectroscopy is able to quantitatively predict the shear adhesion of the 

transdermal product at the time of production.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction and Background 

Statement of the Problem 

Transdermal drug delivery systems (TDDS), also known as “transdermal patches”, 

have been available on the market for four decades: the patch that administers 

scopolamine was approved by the U.S. Food and Drug administration (FDA)[1]; the 

nicotine patch is currently the highest selling transdermal patch in the United States[2]; 

there are many other examples of TDDS on the market, reviewed by Paudel et al.[3]. 

To ensure product efficacy and safety, the TDDS are carefully studied before they go 

to market; however, concerns about their adhesion to skin, efficacy, stability and 

safety of the TDDS adhesives still persist[4]. Adhesive instability, caused by cold 

flow in the pressure sensitive adhesive (PSA) can result in reduction in the flux of 

drug across the skin [5] and poor adhesion performance on the skin[6]. It can lead to 

products recalls, which consume regulatory agency resources and cause financial 

problems in the pharmaceutical companies. For example,in the case of Daytrana™, 

Noven Pharmaceuticals, Inc had to recall their methylphenidate transdermal system 

because the TDDS overly adhered to the release liner[5]. The adhesive that flows 

beyond the patch edge can potentially expose the patient’s family members and health 

care workers to potent drugs that are readily absorbed through the skin. In addition, 

residual drug left on skin after patch removal could endanger patients and reduce 

patient compliance. For paregoric medications, serious safety issues have been 
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reported by FDA; in the case of Duragesic (fentanyl) pain patches: unexpected patch 

failures due to cold flow resulted in fentanyl exposure to children, pets and others, 

resulting in irreversible harm or death[7]. 

Currently, visual observation[8] and a company’s non-standardized stability 

studies or shear adhesion tests[9] are the only ways to test for cold flow. Currently, 

cold flow problems are only detectable during long term storage, i.e., they can only be 

identified via stability studies, which take a long time. Once a product is approved by 

FDA, a company typically does not do stability studies on every production batch. 

Due to the safety and financial issues caused by cold flow, a rapid, reliable and 

standardized detection method at the time of manufacturing would be highly desirable 

by the manufacturers and FDA. 

The primary cause of cold flow was reviewed by Kandavilli et al.[10] and 

Wokovich et al.[5, 6, 8] and in these articles the issue of cold flow was due to 

viscoelastic creep in which the PSA lost its solid character and flow like a liquid. 

Because of the fundamental molecular interaction such as reorientation of anisotropic 

groups in viscoelastic material, creep characterization via optical methods is currently 

practical: near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) was employed by Olsson to detect the 

creep process of paper material[11]. To identify cold flow in a PSA at the time of 

manufacturing, NIRS, combining with other mechanical testing data, can be a reliable 

and rapid method to evaluate the cold flow issue of transdermal products. 
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Transdermal Drug Delivery System and Pressure Sensitive 

Adhesive 

Transdermal patches are designed to deliver a therapeutically effective amount of 

drug across the skin to generate systemic effects once the drug is distribute throughout 

the body via blood circulation[4, 12]. Most commercially available TDDSs can be 

categorized into two types: a reservoir system or a matrix system[9]. The main 

difference between the two systems lies in how the drug is contained in the patch and 

the release mechanism. As shown in Figure 1, a reservoir system typically contains 

multiple layers like a drug reservoir, a release controlling membrane and an adhesive 

layer whereas in a matrix system, the active substance is embedded in the adhesive 

layer, from which it diffuses out. Based upon manufacturing considerations, the 

matrix system is generally preferred in the design of TDDSs because of its simplicity 

and high cost-effectiveness[13], see Figure 2 taken from an FDA publication [14]. 

While, there are still the challenges with respect to the adhesion-cohesion balance and 

product stability since cold flow is a major failure mode in matrix systems[15].  
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Figure 1: Types of transdermal drug delivery system. 

 

Figure 2: Proportions of types of Patch (approved , Drugs pending and under review) in 

the United states[14]. 

PSA 

Currently, pressure sensitive adhesives (PSA) are the most commonly used 

adhesives in matrix systems[16]. A PSA is defined as a material that forms a bond 

when light pressure is applied to join the adhesive with a substrate and should be 
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removable from the surface without leaving any residue[17]. In order to achieve an 

intimate contact with the substrate, the PSA material must be soft enough to deform 

and wet the substrate surface upon the application of a slight pressure, giving rise to 

the term “pressure sensitive”[8]. After the initial contact, stronger interactions (e.g. 

hydrogen bonding) will form, making the adhesive stay in the state of bonding to the 

skin. External force will be required to break the stronger bonds when removing the 

system. However, at the same time PSA should not be too soft to lose its shape during 

application[18].  

Acrylic, polyisobutylene and silicon based adhesives are the most commonly used 

PSA in matrix TDDS[19]. The selection of an appropriate adhesive is crucial to 

obtaining the optimal physicochemical properties of a product. Unfortunately in some 

cases, when adhesive polymers are not fully crossed-linked, or when some additives 

or the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) plasticize the adhesive, the adhesive’s 

internal cohesive strength is reduced. Significant loss of internal cohesion can cause 

adhesive failures like an increase in tack, a decrease of shear strength, cold flow 

beyond the edge of the patch, difficulty in peeling, because of adhesive sticking to the 

release liner, and a transfer of adhesive to skin after use. In contrast, too much 

cohesion inducing cross-linking, by addition of reinforcing fillers or by loss of 

plasticizers during storage could impact the tack and peel performance of a product 

[19, 20]. With high cohesion, the peel force for bond deformation and bond can be 
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high, which causes it difficult to make a removable PSA patch[21]. Thus, when 

formulating a PSA, a balance of adhesion (tack) and cohesion (shear) must be taken 

into account[22].  

Plasticizers 

Plasticizers are low molecular weight compounds that soft the adhesive polymer 

and increase the fluidity of a PSA and can contribute to cold flow[23]. They are often 

added into the patch formulation to improve the processing conditions during the time 

of manufacturing and also to improve the physical and mechanical properties of the 

TDDS product during use[24]. The most commonly used plasticizers include triacetin 

(TAC), triethyl citrate (TEC), polyethylene glycol, etc. 

Release and Backing Liners 

A release liner is a protective membrane covering the adhesive that is removed 

and discarded before the application of the patch to the skin. The membrane can be 

coated on one or two sides with an inert material such as silicone, which can be easily 

peeled off the sticky adhesive[25]. A backing liner provides mechanical strength to 

the adhesive layer and prevents the API and other adhesive components from leaving 

the patch[8]. Backing liners are chosen for their flexibility and chemical resistance to 

drug and other additives in the patch, and they should be comfortable to wear so as to 

provide a good patient compliance during application.  The properties of release and 

backing materials are involved in patch failures caused by cold flow, e.g. transfer of 
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adhesive residues to the release liner or the patch chipping off with the release 

liner[14]. 

Solvent Casting Method of Preparation of TDDS 

The solvent casting method is the most commonly used method to prepare the 

matrix type TDDS from literature[26-29]. The drug, adhesive polymer and other 

addtives are dissolved in a solvent followed by the removal of the solvent. An 

important prerequisite for the preparation of TDDS using the solvent casting method 

is that both the drug and adhesive must have adequate solubility in the solvent. 

Selection of a solvent that compatible for both drug and adhesive can be challenging. 

Large amounts of organic sovent can bring safety issues because of the organic 

solvent are usually lighly flammable. In addtion, it may be difficult to remove the 

solvent from the adhesive matrix after casting, which bring additional cost to the 

manufacturer.  

Cold Flow 

By definition, cold flow, shown as Figure 3, is the migration of adhesive beyond 

the boundaries of the TDDS, which can occur during production and storage.  
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Figure 3: The adhesive matrix flowing beyond the edge of the backing layer (cold flow) 

[12]. 

Cold flow has been explained by Wokovich et al as the viscoelastic creep in the 

adhesive layer[5, 6, 8]. A typical PSA is a viscoelastic material designed to undergo 

liquid-like deformation for wetting and spreading onto the skin[30]. In PSA the API 

and some types of excipients can embed into the adhesive polymer chains, as shown 

in Figure 4. When this occurs, the resulting in plasticization leads to an increase in the 

intermolecular distance, which weakens inter- and/or intra- molecular interactions. 

Consequently, the motion of the molecular chains increases and the fluidity of the 

adhesive system increases[31]. One effect of overly plasticization is a significant 

reduction of adhesive cohesion leading to cold flow. 

 

Figure 4: The plasticizing components are embedded into the polymer chains 
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increasing the interchain distance and forming a comparatively looser structure[31]. 

Currently, cold flow measurements are not included in USP compendial drug 

product monographs but are parts of the manufacturer’s specification for the drug 

product, e.g. Daytrana™ and Duragesic cases mentioned above. Assessment of cold 

flow can be a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods. Qualitative 

methods using visual appearance criteria can assess potential use issues caused by 

cold flow if the transdermal systems are difficult to remove from pouches, if adhesive 

residue is transferred to release liner before application, as well as if adhesive residue 

is left on skin after removal of the system[14]. Quantitative cold flow methods capture 

the degree, to which cold flow extends including the dark ring beyond the perimeter 

of the backing membrane, the residues in the pouches and the adhesive transferring to 

the release liner at the time of manufacturing or during stability studies[8]. Shear 

adhesion test, either static[9] or dynamic[32], is used by companies to quantitatively 

measure the product creep resistance[8]. However, little research has been done to 

fully understand the principle of cold flow and a standard measurement procedure 

would be very useful[9]. 

Shear Adhesion Measurements 

A PSA must exhibit a certain degree of both elastic cohesiveness and creep 

compliance to ensure a good performance of the TDDS on tack (adhesion) and 

resistance to flow (cohesion) under applied stress[22]. The shear adhesion test (or 
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creep compliance) is a measurement of cohesion, which indicates the internal strength 

of the adhesive layer. There are two categories of shear adhesion tests – “dynamic and 

static” which are commonly used by manufacturers to measure the product shear 

resistance [8]. 

In the static test based on ASTM D3654/D3654M standard test methods, the 

TDDS will be applied onto a vertical stainless steel plate. A special weight is then 

hung from the bottom of the patch pulling it in a parallel direction to the plate. The 

test result is given in “time to failure”, which is the time that the TDDS is completely 

detached from the test panel. Often the dwell time, weight used, type of the plate, 

sample size are notified. The equipment used in static shear adhesion test is simple 

and inexpensive. The performance of test does not require a high skill level and the 

results are easy to record and report. However, poor reproducibility and high 

variability are the biggest drawbacks of the static shear test[33].  

In the dynamic test based on FINAT (Fédération Internationale des Fabricants et 

Transformateurs is an international association of producers and users of self-adhesive 

products) Test Method No. 18 (FTM 18) [32], the TDDS is attached to a test panel 

and then pulled from it at a straight angle in a constant speed. The dynamic test can 

provide an accurate measurement of all forces during the slippage over time. However, 

for different TDDSs, the maximum force can be attained at different time varying the 

contact area, which makes it difficult to simply use “per unit area” to normalize the 
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results, Thus, “the maximum force per unit width” required to remove the TDDS from 

a specified area is usually reported. The dwell time, remove speed, sample size, mode 

of failure and type of test panel are usually notified [8]. A paper reviewed by 

Wokovish at el.[8] mentioned that the maximum shear force is related to the test area 

and the width of the sample determines the standard deviation.  

One problem to mention in the two methods, either dynamic or static, is the 

stretching of the backing liner when pulling it from the panel. Some methods give a 

solution to this problem by reinforcing the transdermal system by applying tape to the 

backing liner[9]. The shear test results reflect the adhesive cohesion of the TDDS, 

which is an essential parameter indicating the material flow resistance. 

Near Infrared Spectroscopy 

Near infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS) is a fast and non-destructive technology 

widely used to characterize pharmaceutical products by measuring the molecular 

absorption and scattering properties in the NIR range from 800 nm to 2500 nm, which 

is in between the mid-infrared and visible light regions of the electromagnetic 

spectrum[34]. The molecular absorptions in the NIR region are primarily because of 

the overtones and combinations of the –OH, -CH and –NH vibrations. The absorption 

bands of NIR could be assigned to overtones and combinations of the most common 

functional groups and chemical bonds through a correlation chart, Figure 5[35]. While 

in application, NIR spectral variations can either be induced by the interaction 
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between the asymmetric dipole molecular vibrations or be caused by scattering due to 

varying of physical properties. The common variations in NIR spectra include 

intensity fluctuations, peak shifts and the generation of new peaks[36]. The 

applications of NIRS include prediction of particle size[37], dissolution profile[38, 

39], drug content and uniformity[40], film coating and curing[41] etc. 

 

Figure 5: Major analytical bands and relative peak positions for near-infrared 

absorptions[35]. 

In pharmaceutical industries both chemical differences and physical parameters 

could be instantly monitored during a production process via NIRS in order to 

guarantee the product quality[42].It has many advantages including minimal or no 

sample preparation, rapid real time analysis, automatic measurements and online 

performance in a manufacturing environment. These simplify the analytical process, 
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reducing the time and labor of sample preparation. In addition, the pharmaceutical 

industry has extensive experience with NIRS and many companies already have NIR 

systems implemented in their manufacturing facilities[43]. 

A recent study done by Lim and Hoag indicates that NIR can predict the specific 

interactions that affect solid state stability in a polymer mixture[34]. This is a very 

important factor because cold flow is a long term process highly depending on the 

intermolecular force of TDDS which must be stored before use[44]. Other studies on 

creep phenomenon of paper[11] and polyester[45] are published in literature. The NIR 

method was used in their research to investigate the correlation among the optical 

results, degree of creep and the tensile strength.  

Spectral Data Analysis Methods 

Usually, NIR spectroscopy generates large and complex spectra matrices. In order 

to fully understand cold flow, the matices will be processed with mathematic 

treatments for both qualitative and quantitative analysis. Chemometric techniques can 

reduce the ranks of the matrices to extract the most relevant information from the 

huge spectral dataset[46]. Principal component analysis (PCA) and partial least square 

(PLS) regression are commonly used tools[47]. 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 

PCA is one of the oldest and most common projection methods to reduce the 
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number of superabundant and correlated variables[48]. For example, when changing 

the composition of a TDDS formulation in small steps, it may be hard to recognize in 

the raw spectra. But with PCA, the spectral data, showing in Figure 6, represented in a 

data matrix, is reduced on their largest variance within the spectra, which makes the 

small spectral information corresponding to the composition variance recognizable. 

 

Figure 6: Matrices in a PCA; illustration taken from Kessler’s book[49]. 

X is the variables; P is the loadings; T is the scores; E is the residual; M is the 

number of variables (columns); N is the samples (rows); A is the Number of principal 

components. 

As Figure 6 shows, the data matrix (X) is decomposed into a number of principal 

components (PCs) that the first principal component (PC1) represents the highest 

variance. Just like PC1, PC2 is the second highest variance and with the restriction of 

being orthogonal to PC1. A score matrix (T) and a loading matrix (P) are also 

calculated by PCA: the score matrix (T) is the projection of the variables (samples) in 

the raw data set (X) on each PC and the loading matrix (P) for each variable (the 
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wavelength value) shows the contribution and correlation to the PCA model with its 

PCs. By selection of loading values, outliers and noise (usually left in the residuals) 

can be excluded to simplify the model and increase the model stability and 

precision[48, 49].  

For a quick overview of the PCA model, The PC1 is usually plotted against PC 2 

to make a score plot. The clusters in a score plot indicate that each sample is very 

similar to the others in the same group but different from other groups. Besides the 

clusters, trends and outliers can also reveal. The trends usually tell us there is a 

processing change which may be very useful. After detecting any potential clusters or 

trends, the loading should be examined. As descripted above, loading values show the 

influence of each variable (the spectral values) on principal components. By looking 

at the loadings, one may find a correlation between the spectral values and other 

physical or chemical parameters. However, the causality needs to be determined by 

more analytical methods. 

Partial Least Square Regression (PLS) 

Partial Least Square Regression (PLSR or just PLS) is a statistical method that 

bears some relation to PCA. The PCA model is useful to classify the spectral variables 

by investigating the individual clusters and trends, while the PLS is a predicting 

model extending the PCA from a qualitative to a quantitative analysis by assigning the 

relevant spectral variables to a reference values of the property of interest. The 
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reference could be any chemical or physical property such as particle size[50], drug 

content[51] and film curing condition[52] etc.  

In a PLS model, shown in Figure 7, just like the spectral data given in form of 

matrix X, the reference can also be represented as a matrix Y. The matrix X is 

recalculated to provide latent variables (LV) for the reference Y. But unlike PCA, the 

computation of principal components, for either X or Y, are considering with each 

other. The intermediate loading matrix W is added into this model system to make the 

loadings of the two matrices comparable. In another word, after multiplied by matrix 

W
T
, a linear regression model could be built between these two matrices, variables 

and references. 

 

 

Figure 7: Matrices and their influence on each other in a PLS; illustration taken from 

Kessler’s book[49]. 
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W
T
 is the transposed intermediate loadings-matrix; Y is the reference matrix; U is 

the scores of the reference; Q
T
 is the transposed loadings matrix of the reference. 

After the calibration of the PLS model, the correlation of the predicted to 

measured data is examined to assess the model. The coefficient of determination (R
2
), 

which shows the ratio between explained (predicted) and total variation (measured), 

tells how good the model are fitted and should be 1, ideally[53]. Reduction of 

variables in raw matrix X by selecting a specific wavelength region in NIR spectrum 

can amplify the signal of interest and reduce the impact of noise, improving the model 

accuracy and stability. 

For validation purpose, PLS model is usually evaluated by leave-one-out or 

leave-group-out (depending on the sample size) cross validation methods. Every 

single sample (or sample group) is removed one time when the model is recalculated 

and the removed point is predicted using the remaining data; more details are 

reviewed by Bro et al.[54]. The room mean square error (RMSE) is the average of 

difference between predicted and measured values. The root mean square error of 

calibration (RMSEC) and root mean square error of cross validation (RMSECV) 

indicate the reliability of the model. The PLS model would be more stable if RMSEC 

and RMSECV are closer to each other. The bias values of calibration and cross 

validation are usually calculated: they are the means of deviations between predicted 

and measured values, which ideally should be zero[49].  
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Summary 

Cold flow is an issue of the stability of transdermal drug delivery system, mainly 

showing in matrix type. The undesirable migration of adhesive in cold flow can 

destroy the TDDS, endanger the patients and increase the financial burden of 

pharmaceutical companies. Cold flow is due to the viscoelastic creep of the PSA 

material governed by the molecular interaction between the adhesive and other 

additives, which is infrared active.  

The near infrared spectroscopy is able to detect the overtones and combination 

bands caused by the molecular vibration. And the vibration can be impacted by the 

intermolecular interaction. The data generated by NIR spectroscopy is usually 

analyzed and interpreted by using chemometric tools like PCA and PLS. 
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Chapter 2. Hypothesis and Specific Aims 

Hypothesis 

In the pressure sensitive adhesive (PSA) layer of a transdermal patch there are 

polymers and additives such as solubilizing agents and penetration enhancers, and 

cold flow is a result of viscoelastic creep, which is ultimately governed by 

fundamental molecular interaction between polymers and other additives, and these 

molecular interactions are infrared active, (i.e., influenced by asymmetric molecular 

vibrations). Thus, we hypothesise that changes in molecular interactions that cause 

cold flow can be detected using Near Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS).   

Specific Aims 

In order to prove the hypothesis, we will show that the NIRS have some changes 

(shifts or new peaks) when cold flow occurs and that the changes of NIRS are related 

to the viscoelastic creep by using chemometic models. Thus, we have four specific 

aims to achieve these goals. 

Specific aim 1: Develop and optimize a transdermal patch (PSA) that under some 

conditions can undergo cold flow. Using standard operation procedure to eliminate 

variables and keep the patch attribute constant. 

Specific aim 2: Using NIR spectroscopy characterize all the patches and monitor 

the spectrum difference between different patches. 
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Specific aim 3: Characterize the mechanical properties (shear adhesion) and 

quantify cold flow amount of the transdermal patch. 

Specific aim 4: Develop chemometric models to correlate the mechanical 

properties and cold flow amount to their NIRS.   
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Chapter 3. Studies on Correlation of Cold Flow, Shear Adhesion 

and Near Infrared Spectra of Transdermal Drug Delivery 

System  

Abstract 

Cold flow, due to viscoelastic creep in the pressure sensitive adhesive (PSA) layer 

can result in poor transdermal product performance on the skin, a decrease in the drug 

flux across the skin and undesirable drug exposure. It can endanger the patient, reduce 

patient compliance and create additional costs for the health care system. These 

problems show up during storage and can only be detected by test methods that 

currently not standardized. Once a transdermal product is approved, not every batch is 

tested for stability. Thus, there is a need for a reliable method to detect cold flow at 

the time of manufacturing. For the studies, Durotak87-4098
®
 was selected as a model 

PSA. Triacetin and triethyl citrate were used as plasticizers, mixed with the PSA for 

15 minutes and then cast onto the protective backings to formulate the prototype 

transdermal patch. Stability studies, static/dynamic shear adhesion tests and an 

accelerated cold flow study were conducted to understand the relationship between 

shear adhesion and the degree of cold flow. Near infrared (NIR) regression models 

were developed using a series of chemometric preprocessing methods such as 

normalization of patch thickness and multiplicative scattering correction; shear 

adhesion testing data were used as constitutive values to develop the calibration 
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model. The studies show that different PSA/plasticizer compositions can affect the 

product shear adhesion; the shear adhesion is highly correlated to the degree of cold 

flow. The NIR regression models involving  𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙,  𝑝𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙, the intercept and 

the slope of MSC were investigated to compare their abilities in predicting the shear 

adhesion of the transdermal product 

Introduction 

Cold flow is the result of viscoelastic creep in a pressure sensitive adhesive layer 

of a transdermal drug delivery system (TDDS). As a result the adhesive can flow 

beyond the edge of TDDS backing and release liner, and when the patch is applied to 

the skin, this extruded adhesive can leave a dark ring on the skin. This occurs because 

of dirt sticking to the adhesive that crept beyond the patch’s backing. Cold flow can 

cause inadequate adhesion to the skin[6], decrease the drug flux across the skin, 

excessive attachment of the patch to the release liner[5] and undesired drug exposure 

to people around the patient, which can lead to adverse effects or even death, e.g. 

fentanyl case issued by FDA[7].   

Transdermal patches are typically made from an adhesive like Durotak 87-4098
®
, 

an acrylic adhesive polymer composed of vinyl acetate and 2-ethylyhexyl acrylate 

units, as a model PSA. The adhesive polymer provides relatively good cohesion 

because of its high internal strength comparing to most other industrial adhesive 

products. This acrylic copolymer is not cross-linked and is free of functional groups, 
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making polymer-drug interaction minimal and allowing the adhesive to be used with 

highly reactive drugs. The solvent system for the product is 100% ethyl acetate. This 

greatly simplifies the TDDS preparation and analysis performed by end users. When it 

is used as drug carrier in manufacturing, plasticizers like triacetin (TAC) or triethyl 

citrate (TEC) are often added to improve its fluidity and flexibility. An understanding 

of the cold flow of TAC/TEC - Durotak 87-4098
®

 TDDS prototype is important to 

standardize the quantitative measurement methods. 

According to Wokovich et. al [8], cold flow, occurs because of viscoelastic creep 

in the pressure sensitive adhesive of TDDS. The plasticization effect caused by 

embedding small molecules into polymer chains can increase intermolecular distances 

and weaken inter- and/or intra- molecular interactions. These effects lead to an 

increase in polymer chain mobility, exhibiting as a high creep compliance i.e., the 

product has a high liquid character and loses its solid character causing it to creep and 

flow like a liquid[52, 55]. High creep compliance indicates a low cohesion within the 

adhesive matrix, which can highly impact the viscoelastic creep of the system[8]. 

However, low creep compliance results in loss of tack and peel adhesion, which also 

decreases the product performance and patient compliance. So these physical 

properties need to be carefully balanced[55]. Sometimes when excipients exhibit their 

intrinsic variation this balance can be lost and excessive cold flow occurs.   

Currently, cold flow measurements are not included in USP compendial drug 
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product monographs but are parts of the manufacturer’s specification for the drug 

product. Currently, qualitative visual observation or company’s non-standardized tests 

are how cold flow is assessed. Although it is subjective, the cold flow extent of 

adhesive residues on the outer edges, protective foil or pouch is usually recorded at 

the time of manufacturing or during stability test[8]. However, cold flow problems 

often show up on storage and application to the skin which is warmer than ambient 

temperature; but a company typically does not perform stability test on every batch of 

its approved transdermal drug products, which makes the detection of cold flow 

inefficient. A validated and standardized quantitative method to describe and predict 

the degree of cold flow at the time of manufacturing would be highly desirable.  

Besides measuring the amount of cold flow adhesive residue during a stability 

study shear adhesion tests both static[9] and dynamic[32], are commonly used to 

characterize mechanical properties of a PSA. However, both a traditional stability 

study and shear adhesion tests are time consuming and require sample preparation. 

Hence, a rapid, non-destructive analysis technology such as near infrared 

spectroscopy (NIRS) combining with stability study and shear adhesion test would 

allow one to monitor cold flow process in TDDS quickly during manufacturing and 

storage. 

In this study, two measurement approaches will be tested, 1) thermally induced 

flow and 2) pressure induced flow, to investigate the cold flow process. The first 
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objective of this study is to investigate the relationship between adhesive cohesion 

and the degree of cold flow as a function of plasticizer content. The second objective 

is to investigate the feasibility of using NIRS as a tool to predict cold flow.  

Materials and Methods 

Materials 

Triacetin USP (TAC) was purchased from Spectrum Chemical Manufacturing 

Group, New Brunswick, NJ (Lot No. 1AE0374). Triethyl citrate NF (TEC) was 

obtained from Performance Materials Corporation, Greensboro, NC (Lot No. 116266). 

Durotak87-4098
®
 is a random copolymer of 2-ethylhexyl acrylate and vinyl acetate 

purchased from Henkel Corporation, Bridgewater, NJ (Lot No. OH12983981). The 

2PRKN silicon coated polyester film used as release liner and 9720 polyester film 

used as backing liner were donated by 3M Corporation, Saint Paul, MN. The ethyl 

acetate was purchased from VWR international, Radnor, PA (Lot No. 0217e10D). The 

plastic sheets were prepared by cutting zipper-top poly bags purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich Inc, St. Louis, MO (Lot No 3110) into 30× 30 mm
2 

rectangles  

Patch Preparation 

Patch samples for Thermally Induced Flow Study and Pressure Induced Flow 

Study were prepared according to the formulations shown in Tables 1-3; the sample 

preparation method was sovent casting for all the patches made.  
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Table 1: Formulation Set 1 used in Thermally Induced Flow Study 

Formulation TAC (w/w) 

(plasticizer) 

Vinyl acetate-acrylate 

adhesive (w/w, dry 

copolymer weight) 

Ethyl-acetate 

(solvent) 

F-1 0% 100%  

400 mL/g F-2 15% 85% 

 

Table 2: Formulation Set 2 used in the Pressure Induced Flow, the samples were 

prepared and scanned by NIR Spectroscopy in the same day. 

Formulation TAC (w/w) 

(plasticizer) 

Vinyl acetate-acrylate 

adhesive (w/w, dry 

copolymer weight) 

Ethyl-acetate 

(solvent) 

F-3 5% 95%  

 

400mL/g 

F-4 10% 90% 

F-5 15% 85% 

F-6 20% 80% 

F-7 24% 76% 

 

Table 3: Formulation Set 3 used in the Pressure Induced Flow Study samples were 

prepared and scanned by NIR Spectroscopy on different days. 

Formulation TAC (w/w) 

(plasticizer) 

Vinyl acetate-acrylate 

adhesive (w/w, dry 

copolymer weight) 

Ethyl-acetate 

(solvent) 

F-8 0% 100%  

 

 

400 mL/g 

F-9 4% 96% 

F-10 7% 93% 

F-11 10% 90% 

F-12 15% 85% 

F-13 20% 80% 

F-14 25% 75% 

Formulation TEC (w/w) 

(plasticizer) 

Vinyl acetate-acrylate 

adhesive (w/w, dry 

copolymer weight) 

Ethyl-acetate 

(solvent) 

F-15 4% 96%  
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Table 3 continued: 

F-16 7% 93%  

400 mL/g F-17 10% 90% 

F-18 15% 85% 

F-19 20% 80% 

F-20 25% 75% 

 

All weights are expressed above as a percentage of the total solid weight of the 

matrix mixture, i.e., these weight are based upon when there is no solvent in the 

adhesive. The transdermal drug delivery systems were prepared by blending the 

Durotak87-4098 and plasticizer (TAC or TEC, as shown in Table 1, 2 or 3) in a vortex 

mixer for 15 minutes, the total weight limit of the mixture was 6 g, including solvent 

weight. The viscous matrix was sonicated for 15 minutes to remove air bubbles. Then 

approximately 1.5 g of adhesive matrix was spread upon an 8 × 6 cm
2
 one-sided 

silicon coated release film using EZ coater EC-200 (Cheminstruments, Fairfield, OH). 

The casting speed was 80 cm/min. The coated sheet was dried at ambient conditions 

for 10 min in a level fume hood, then at 40°C for 10 min in a convection oven 

(VWR® symphony™, Radnor, PA) to remove the solvent. The adhesive matrix 

formed a layer about 120 μm thick. The backing liner was laminated onto the 

adhesive layer via a bench top laboratory laminator Model LL-100 (Cheminstruments, 

Fairfield, OH). The thickness was measured using a micrometer (0-1 inch Micrometer, 

China) at six test points (4 along the edge, 2 in the center).The average patch 

thickness was used for all calculations.  
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Thermally Induced Flow Study: Three replicates were prepared for 0% and 15% 

w/w TAC patches, see Formulation Set 1. They were sealed by an impulse heat sealer 

Model PFS-500 (Impak Corporation, Los Angeles, CA) into aluminum foil pouches 

(Foil Marvel seal bag, Berry Plastics Corporation, Homer, LA), and stored at 60ºC 

and 75% RH (saturated sodium chloride solution) for 35 days. To compare the 

appearance and mechanical properties before and after cold flow, the patches were 

examined visually every 7 days for a totally 35 days as well as static shear adhesion 

measurements were conducted on days 0, 14 and 28. 

Pressure Induced Flow Study:  Five replicates were conducted for each 

formulation in Formulation Set 2 (shown in Table 2) from F-3 to F-7. They were 

prepared on the same day. Six replicates were investigated for each formulation in 

Formulation Set 3 (shown in Table 2) from F-8 to F-20. They were prepared in 

random order on different days. Formulation Set 2 and 3 were used in the Pressure 

Induced Flow Study. Dynamic shear adhesion measurements and accelerated cold 

flow measurements were used to better understand the patch properties and cold flow 

process. 

Thermally Induced Flow Study 

Static Shear Adhesion Measurement 

This test was based on ASTM 3654 static shear adhesion test. The custom-made 
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apparatus, shown as Figure 8, conforms to the requirements of ASTM. The surfaces of 

the metal plates (Test panel, ChemInstruments, Fairfield, OH) were flat and smooth to 

the specifications given in ASTM 3654. Before and after use, the plates were washed 

with ethyl acetate and then acetone to remove adhesive residues and other 

contaminates. The TDDS samples were cut into 10 × 40 mm
2
 rectangle and adhered 

onto metal plates within 10 × 12 mm
2
 contact area. A pressure-roller (4.5 lb. hand 

roller, ChemInstruments, Fairfield, OH) was slowly (5 seconds per time) rolled across 

each sample 3 times so as to apply a uniform and consistent pressure to each sample. 

The plates were then vertically fixed to the custom made frame, Figure 8. At the free 

end of the sample a 500 g weight (TW-500, ChemInstruments, Fairfield, OH), was 

hung using self-adhered metal connecters, Figure 8. The 500 g weights pulled down 

on the samples in vertical direction. The time it took for the adhesive sample to slide 

off the plate (time to failure) was recorded. Three replicates were measured for 

sample. 
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Figure 8: The custom made static shear adhesion testing system with sample pulled 

down from the metal plate by a 500 g weight. 

Pressure Induced Flow Study 

Dynamic Shear Adhesion Measurement 

The FINAT Test Method No. 18 (FINAT 18)[56] was used to characterize the 

mechanical properties of the TDDS. In this test, the contact surface between the patch 

and glass plate (plain microscope slide, Fisher Scientific, China) was washed by ethyl 
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acetate and then acetone to remove the adhesive residues and other contaminates 

before and after use to meet the requirements of FTM 18. The TDDS samples were 

cut into a 10 × 40 mm
2
 rectangle and adhered onto glass plates with a 10 × 12 mm

2
 

contact area. Samples with air bubbles were discarded. Acceptable samples were 

reinforced by applying a layer of tape (CR100PC Cleanroom Tape, Torrance, CA) on 

the entire non-adhesive side of the backing liner but without extending beyond the 

backing edge. This greatly reduces the deformation of the backing film during high 

stress loading. To ensure pressure uniformity and hence test consistently when 

adhering the TDDS to the glass plate, the same pressure-roller mentioned above was 

slowly (5second per time) rolled across each sample 3 times. The shear adhesion of 

the adhesive was determined using an Instron 8521 System with a Tension/ 

Compression 100 N Load Cell # 2530-427(Instron, Norwood, MA).The patch sample 

was fixed vertically between a G227 Lightweight Screw Vise Grip and J227 Jaws as 

shown in Figure 9. The grip and jaws are adjusted carefully to ensure the glass plates, 

patch sample and the contact area are in a straight line. They were then subjected to a 

constant strain of rate of 1 mm/min at ambient conditions. The maximum force per 

unit width (Fmax/width) required to detach the sample from the contact area was 

recorded; 8 replicate measurements were conducted for each formulation 
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Figure 9: Instron® 8521 System with sample held between a G227 Lightweight Screw 

Vise Grip and J227 Jaws for shear adhesion test. 

Accelerated Cold Flow Measurement 

After solvent drying and laminating the casting sheets, the TDDS samples were 

punched out of the sheet using hollow punch set (Tekton
TM

, Michigan Industrial tools, 

Grand Rapids, MI)) into 3/8 inch diameter circles and weighed seperately so as to 

obtain the total weight (       𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 of the TDDS. To test the samples they were 

placed between two glass slides (plain microscope slide, Fisher Scientific, China) on a 

leveling table. Plastic sheets mentioned in material section were placed between the 

samples and the glass slides to prevent the adhesive from sticking to the glass slides, 
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making it more convenient to cut the adhesive that under went cold flow off. A 

pressure was applied to each sample by putting a 500 g weight TW-500 on the top of 

the glass slides shown as Figure 10. After 72 hours (at this time point, the 4% w/w 

TAC patch had observable cold flow), the samples were taken out from the slides. The 

extruded adhesive was cut off and swabbed away. Then the release liner was peeled 

off from the sample and cleaned in ethyl acetate to remove the transferred adhesive 

residues. The PSA, backing and cleaned release liner were weighed again to obtain 

the final weight (      𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙  of the whole system.  

 

Figure 10: Experimental setup showing the sample under the 500 g weight to 

accelerate the cold flow process. 

In order to properly quantify and report the results, the amount of cold flow was 

normalized by the calculations: 
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𝐶𝑜 𝑑𝐹 𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 =
 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙−𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑡𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙

 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙×𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑇𝐷𝐷𝑆
                   Eq.1 

      𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 is the weight (g) of the adhesive, backing and cleaned release liner 

excluding cold flow portion;        𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 represents the total weight (g) of the 

patch including cold flow portion; Ar  TDDS is the area (cm
2
) of the TDDS. 

This equation is self-developed to provide a normalized value which can make the 

degree of cold flow for any given cold flow patch comparable, regardless of the patch 

weight and size. By taking the initial weight and patch area into account, the 

normalized weight loss value can be considered as a direct description of cold flow 

and can be used to correlate with other parameters such as shear adhesion or NIRS 

results. Twelve replications were measured and calculated for each formulation 

independently. Samples of F-8 to F-14 in Formulation Set 3 were included in this 

measurement. 

Spectral Scanning Method 

The NIR spectra in 400-2500 nm wavelength region of the samples were collected 

by FOSS
®
 XDS rapid content analyzer NIR Spectrometer (Silver Spring, MD) 

operating in the diffuse reflectance mode for all the transdermal patch samples in 

Formulation Set 1-3. Performance test was conducted on the instrument every week to 

assure the accuracy and precision of the results. The patch samples were scanned by 

placing the release liner on the bottom side and backing liner on the top side under a 
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reference standard disk (AP-0200 certified reflectance standards R99, Foss NIR 

Systems, Silver Spring, MD). References and samples scans were averages of 32 

scans per spectra at 0.5 nm intervals. The spot size for the sample is set at 17 nm. In 

the Thermally Induced Flow Study, 3 replicates were measured for each formulation 

in Formulation Set 1 every 7 days for totally 35 days. Whereas in the Pressure 

Induced Flow Study, 5 replicates of each formulation were scanned for Formulation 

Set 2 right after preparation, 6 replicates for Formulation Set 3 after one day of 

storage at ambient conditions. The spectra of neat backing and release liners were also 

obtained using the same method. 

Results and Discussion 

In order to better understand the cause and process of cold flow, two studies were 

conducted. First, a preliminary Thermally Induced Flow Study with two formulations 

was investigated. It compared the patch properties (in Formulation Set 1) before and 

after cold flow by static shear adhesion measurement and NIR spectroscopy. Second, 

a Pressure Induced Flow Study was conducted to compare the properties of different 

formulations. Dynamic shear adhesion measurement and accelerated cold flow 

measurement were the innovative approaches to evaluate the stability of the patch 

samples in Formulation Set 2 and 3. NIR spectroscopy was employed as a secondary 

tool to predict the cold flow degree. 
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Thermally Induced Flow Study 

In this study, the stability of samples in Formulation Set 1 was studied using the 

static shear adhesion test and NIRS. It was conducted to monitor the solid state 

change during cold flow and to direct the Pressure Induced Flow Study. 

Visual Observation of Cold Flow 

Before the Thermally Induced Flow Study, all the patch samples for both 

formulations 0% and 15% w/w TAC were carefully examined and no cold flow was 

found. After stored at 60ºC and 75% RH for 35 days, the 15% w/w TAC samples were 

observed undergoing typical cold flow failures: 1) the adhesive flowed beyond the 

protective liners and adhered to the inner surface of the aluminum pouch, as shown in 

Figure 11, and 2) the adhesive excessively adhered to the release liner, as shown in 

Figure 12. For these studies, the adhesive flow was induced by elevated temperatures 

of the storage condition. The transfer of adhesive indicates that the cohesion in the 

adhesive is less than the adhesion strength for the 15% w/w TAC samples. However, 

the 0% w/w plasticizer samples after 35 days had no failure observed.  

In conclusion, the 15% w/w TAC samples underwent observable cold flow at the 

high temperature and relative humidity conditions. But the 0% w/w TAC samples 

exhibited little cold flow at the same storage conditions during testing period. By 

comparing the results of the two formulations, it shows that a high TAC content 
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formulation could lead to cold flow. 

 

Figure 11: The adhesive flowed beyond the protective liners and adhered to the inner 

surface of the aluminum pouch. 
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Figure 12: Residual adhesive stuck on the release liner after peeling from the PSA and 

backing liner. 

Static Shear Adhesion Measurements 

Shear adhesion is a mechanical parameter indicting the cohesion within the 

adhesive. The static shear adhesion of the two formulations at different storage times 

day 0, day 14 and day 28 were investigated to understand the cohesion change during 

the cold flow process. The 0% w/w plasticizer samples (average = 2677 s ± 429 s) 

took much longer time to fall from the metal plate than the 15% w/w TAC samples 

(average = 243 s ± 22 s), as shown in Figure 13. These results match the observed 

patch failure also showing that the cohesion of the 15% w/w TAC adhesive is much 

lower. However, when comparing the “time to failure” results for days 0, 14, and 28 
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within either formulation, no statistically significant difference (t-test p-value > 0.05) 

was found. In other words, from day 0 to day 28, the cohesion of a formulation, either 

for 0% or 15% w/w TAC, did not significantly change.  

 

Figure 13: The “Time to Failure” results for 0% and 15% w/w TAC at day 0, day 14 

and day 28 in the static shear adhesion measurements. 

Near Infrared Spectral Results 

To understand cold flow at the molecular level, NIRS was used to characterize the 

TDDSs. Figure 14 shows an overlap in the raw material spectra from 800 to 2200 nm; 

for materials used Formulation Set 1 all sample replicates are included in the figure. 

TAC has two characteristic absorption peaks at 1680 and 1740 nm. The two peaks are 

probably due to the overtone of C-H, C-H2 and C-H3 bonds within the TAC. The slope 

difference of the spectra between 0% and 15% w/w TAC formulations can be noticed 
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from the spectra 1680-1700 regions. Also, the baselines of 0% and 15% w/w TAC 

samples are separated clearly. 

 

Figure 14: The overlap of raw spectra of pure TAC, release and backing liner, 0% and 

15% w/w TAC replicates at all collection points from 800 to 2200 nm. 

Principal components analysis (PCA) was applied to the NIR data. The 

preprocessing methods used were the second derivative (with SG smoothing) and 

mean centering. The second derivative treatment removes baseline offsets from the 

spectra and increases the resolution of overlapping peaks[57]; mean centering 

removes the sample mean as an offset from each spectrum, focusing the analysis on 

the difference between samples. The first derivative treatment, Standard Normal 

Variate (SNV) preprocessing and median centering were also tried, but the second 

derivative combining with mean centering provide the most robust PCA model. The 
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score plots of the PCA results are shown in Figure 15. Considering the spectral 

variability of the same group, each replicate is considered as one independent point in 

PCA. The two formulations are separated into two clusters along the PC1 axis, which 

shows that PC 1 is correlated with the TAC content of the formulations. This indicates 

that the NIRS captures the chemical component information in the formulations very 

well. However, Figure 8 shows that the samples collected on the same day have very 

similar PC 2 or 3 values with no discernable trends or correlation with time. These 

results are true for all preprocessing methods tried. The NIR results distinguish 0% 

w/w TAC from 15% w/w TAC formulation, but do not show significant or meaningful 

changes in the spectral results for either formulation during the 35 days of storage. 

These results match the static shear adhesion results, indicating that the storage 

conditions impact the rate of cold flow but do not influence the spectral or static shear 

adhesion results.  
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Figure 15: The PCA score plots of NIR data of samples from Thermally Induced Flow 

Study: (A) PC 1 plotted against PC 2, (B) PC 1 plotted against PC3 
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Pressure Induced Flow Study 

The traditional Thermal Induced Flow Study showed that the plasticizer content 

was the main factor impacting the cohesion of the adhesive layer. For these 

formulations, the cohesion did not show a statistically significantly change during 

storage. Thus, the cold flow failures should be influenced more by the formulation. In 

the following studies, two plasticizers, TAC and TEC, were mixed with 

Durotak87-4098
®
 to prepare the TDDSs of Formulation Set 2 and 3. Relationships 

among dynamic shear adhesion, cold flow amount and NIRS data of the TDDSs will 

be examined and discussed. 

Dynamic Shear Adhesion Results 

The dynamic shear adhesion is described by Fmax/width (N/cm) required to detach 

the patch from a glass plate. Figure 16 shows typical force-displacement curves of the 

transdermal sample. One may notice that in Figure 16, the maximum force attained 

points of the three formulations could be different on the displacement axis, making 

the contact areas varying at the maximum force time point. Thus, instead of using per 

unit area, per unit width was employed to normalize the maximum force. The results 

of Formulation Set 2 are presented in Figure 17, plotting the natural logarithm of 

Fmax/width, shown as Ln (Fmax/Width), against the TAC concentration to fit a linear 

regression model. The slope is -10.361 and the correlation coefficient R
2
 is 0.9917. 

The very small standard deviations show that the dynamic shear adhesion test method 
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has good stability and reproducibility. The result shows that there is a very strong 

correlation between the shear adhesion and TAC content in the 5% to 25% w/w 

interval. It is probably because add of plasticizer increases the distance between 

adhesive polymer chains, resulting in lower cohesion. 

 

Figure 16: Example of force-displacement curve for transdermal patch sample graph 

from 0%, 7%, 15% w/w TAC.  
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Figure 17: The correlation between Ln (Fmax/Width) and the concentration of TAC in 

Formulation Set 2. 

In order to understand the impact of environmental and instrumental variables, 

samples in Formulation Set 3 was prepared and measured in random order on 

different days. The Fmax/width and their natural logarithms were calculated and 

presented in Table 4. The values of Fmax/width for 4% w/w TAC and 4% w/w TEC are 

about 7.83 and 9.17 N/cm. But for 0% w/w plasticizer samples, it jumps to 22.02 

N/cm. Hence, the 0% w/w plasticizer samples were excluded from the shear 

adhesion-plasticizer content plot. As shown in Figure 18, both A and B show that the 

correlation between the shear adhesion and plasticizer content is strong at the 4% to 

25% concentration interval. The correlation coefficients are 0.9886 of TAC patches 

and 0.9731 of TEC patches, a little smaller than 0.9917 of the samples from 

Formulation Set 2. Although the environmental and instrumental variables have some 
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influence on the shear adhesion result, the correlations of the linear regressions are 

still strong enough. The slope of the regression from Figure 18 (A) is -10.215, very 

close to -10.361 of the Formulation Set 2 (Figure 17). The slope of the regression 

from Figure 11 (B) (TEC formulations) is -11.170, bigger than -10.215. However, 

there is no statistically significant difference between the slopes of the regressions of 

TAC and TEC (T-test, P>0.05). 

Table 4: Fmax/width required for detaching each formulations in Formulation Set 3 and 

their natural logarithms. 

Formulation The concentration of 

TAC (w/w) 

Fmax/width (N/cm) Ln (Fmax/width) 

F-8 0% 22.02±0.36 3.092 

F9 4% 7.83±0.42 2.059 

F-10 7% 5.33±0.14 1.674 

F-11 10% 3.52±0.05 1.260 

F-12 15% 2.32±0.13 0.841 

F-13 20% 1.27±0.06 0.237 

F-14 25% 0.93±0.04 -0.069 

Formulation The concentration of 

TEC (w/w) 

Fmax/width (N/cm) Ln (Fmax/width) 

F-15 4% 10.02±0.11 2.304 

F-16 7% 6.59±0.14 1.886 

F-17 10% 3.75±0.20 1.323 

F-18 15% 2.53±0.12 0.926 

F-19 20% 1.18±0.03 0.167 

F-20 25% 0.97±0.02 0.034 
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Figure 18: The correlation between Ln (Fmax/Width) and the concentration of TAC 

(A), the concentration of TEC (B) in Formulation Set 3.  
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Cold Flow Measurement Results 

For cold flow quantitation, shear adhesion cannot fully characterize the process of 

cold flow; more direct measurements are needed to characterize the undesired 

phenomenon. From the literature [58-60], the rate of creep (cold flow) is known to be 

a function of the adhesive mechanical properties, temperature, exposure time and the 

applied stress. Depending on the magnitude of the applied stress and its duration, the 

creep may become so large that it can be seen visually and can lead adhesive failure. 

The cold flow measurement method employed in our study is an approach mentioned 

by Olsson et al. [11] to imitate the processing of viscoelastic creep in a shorter time. 

Each sample was placed under a constant pressure to accelerate creep. A certain 

amount of adhesive of each formulation flowing out beyond the edge of the release 

and backing liners was recorded. An example is shown in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19: Adhesive flowed out from the edge of the release and backing films for a 20% 

w/w TAC sample.  

The cold flow measurement was applied on the F-8 to F-14 samples from 

Formulation Set 3. The results are presented in Table 5 and plotted against TAC 

content in Figure 20. For these samples F8 to F14, it was hard to be cut and swab the 

adhesive. When analyzing the restults, the variation of the normalized weight loss 

values for the same formulation was a little high; thus we analyzed a large sample size 

(12 replicates) to increase the precision of the estimation. As Figure 20 shows, the 

normalized weight loss value increases with the TAC content but with a poor linearly 

correlation (R
2
=0.9535): the points of 7%, 10% 15 % and 20% w/w TAC samples are 

all distributed below the linear regression curve.. The relationship between the 
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normalized weight loss values and the TAC contents is curvilinear. 

Table 5: Weight Loss / (Initial Weight * Area) (cm
-2

) of the TAC patch samples F-8 to 

F-14 from Formulation Set 3 undergoing cold flow 

Formulation The concentration 

of TAC (w/w) 

Weight loss/initial 

weight (cm-2) 

Standard 

deviation 

Width/Fmax 

(cm/N) 

F-8 0% 0.002 0.0034 0.0454 

F-9 4% 0.0235 0.0137 0.127 

F-10 7% 0.0453 0.0151 0.187 

F-11 10% 0.0662 0.0129 0.283 

F-12 15% 0.1008 0.0254 0.431 

F-13 20% 0.1730 0.0184 0.788 

F-14 25% 0.2461 0.0162 1.071 

 

 

Figure 20: The correlation between the Weight loss / (Initial Weight * Area) (cm
-2

) and 

the concentration of TAC of F-8 to F-14 from Formulation Set 3. 

The normalized weight loss values of F8 to F14 are plotted against the reciprocals 

of Fmax/width (i.e., width/Fmax, cm/N) shown as Figure 21. The correlation coefficient 
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R
2
 is 0.9941, indicating a strong correlation between the shear adhesion and the 

degree of cold flow in 0% to 25% w/w TAC content interval. It confirms that the 

cohesion of the product is a crucial factor which would highly impact the cold flow 

process during storage and application. For the transformed data, it is applicable to 

predict the degree of cold flow of TAC- Durotak87-4098 TDDS by the dynamic shear 

adhesion results, using this linear regression. 

 

Figure 21: The regression between weight loss / (Initial Weight * Area) (cm
-2

) and 

width/Fmax (cm/N) of F8 – F14 

Near Infrared Spectral Results 

As discussed above, different formulations exhibit different mechanical properties 

and cold flow degrees. The dynamic shear adhesion test is a powerful tool for 

detecting cohesion differences in transdermal patches, but the test is destructive and 
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time consuming. In contrast, NIRS is a rapid and non-destructive technique that 

requires minimal sample preparation. By using the shear adhesion data as constitutive 

values for NIR spectroscopy modeling, one can better understand the relationship 

between product cohesion and formulation. However, NIR spectra, which produce 

large data matrices, are very complex. Thus, it is impractical to classify or interpret 

the spectrum by mere inspection. Hence, chemometric methods must be employed to 

extract useful information from raw measurement spectra 

To develop a chemometric model, the first thing that needs to be done is to 

preprocess the data. Multiplicative scattering correction (MSC) is a preprocessing 

method that is used to remove the scattering effects that result from the sample’s 

physical properties[61]. By using MSC the chemical information in the spectrum can 

be enriched. Scattering due to a sample’s physical properties can be a major source of 

variation in a NIR spectrum. Scattering could cause vertical displacement or changes 

in the underlying baseline slope for each spectrum when compared to a reference.[62] 

MSC,,based on the idea of fitting each spectrum to a reference spectrum by least 

squares [61], was employed as one of the preprocessing methods as follows. 

NIRS data was collected for the Formulation Set 2 and 3 transdermal patch 

samples ( 𝑟𝑎𝑤 , as well as for the release ( 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 and backing ( 𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔  liners. As 

a transdermal patch was consist of a release liner, a backing liner and an adhesive 

layer, the information about adhesive layer  adhesivewas obtained by the following 
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mathematic calculation:  

 adhesive =  𝑟𝑎𝑤 −  𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 −  𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔.                        Eq. 2 

Then the thicknesses of the samples were used to normalize  adhesive, 

obtaining  normalized. The matrix  normalized was processed by Multiplicative 

Scattering Correction (MSC), using the spectral sample mean as the reference  𝑟𝑒𝑓, 

shown as follows: 

  𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑
𝑇 β +α =  𝑅𝑒𝑓

𝑇                                   Eq.3  

The corrected spectrum  𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙  was given by:  

 𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 = ( 𝑟𝑒𝑓 − α) / β                                  Eq.4  

where α is the intercepts (offsets), β is the slop (multiplicative scatter factor). By 

the calculation of Eq.4, MSC preprocessing method allows the separation of most 

light scattering effect from chemical light absorbance effects in a raw spectrum.  

The residue matrix  𝑝𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 of MSC processing was also calculated by using Eq. 

5:  

 𝑝𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 =  𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 −  𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙                          Eq. 5  

The entire matrix decomposition process is illustrated as Figure 22. 
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Figure 22: NIR spectra data was processed by subtraction, normalization and MSC, 

dividing into two matrices  chemical and  physical. 
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Figure 23 shows the plot of the second derivatives of  chemical for Formulation 

Set 2 at 1660 – 1800 nm wavelength regions. The peak height of NIR band at 1690 

nm was directly correlated with TAC content, and the peak intensity decreased as the 

TAC content decreased. PCA was applied to better understand the information 

from  chemical. Second derivative calculating and mean centering were used as 

preprocessing methods to magnify the spectral signals. Figure 24 is the PCA score 

plot. As the same as the result we found in the Thermally Induced Flow Study, PC 1 

here is also correlated to the TAC content. The same formulations are clustered 

together, having similar PC 1 values. However, the PC 2 and other principle 

components, which represent about 33% of the spectral data, did not correlate with 

any other known variables, and they showed little correlation to the chemical 

composition.  
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Figure 23: The second derivative of  chemical for Formulation Set 2 at 1660 -1800 

regions. 

 

Figure 24: The PCA score plot of  chemical of Formulation Set 2 

As discussed above, the natural logarithm of the dynamic shear adhesion 

Ln(Fmax/width) is linearly correlated to the TAC content of the Formulation Set 2. The 

partial least square (PLS) was applied to correlate  chemical  to Ln(Fmax/width), 

shown in Figure 25. The coefficient of determination R
2
 is 0.982, which shows a good 

linear correlation. The root mean square error of calibration (RMSEC) is 0.076454 

and the root mean square error of cross validation (RMSECV) is 0.094243. 

Comparing to the values of Ln(Fmax/width), both RMSEC and RMSECV are small 

and they are close to each other, indicating a good stability and precision of the PLS 

model. Hence, in this study, the differences of chemical components are the cause of 
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the differences in product shear adhesions. The matrix  chemical  is linearly 

correlated to Ln(Fmax/width). 

 

Figure 25: The PLS regression between  𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 and Ln(Fmax/width) of the 

Formulation Set 2. “Ln(Shear Adhesion) Measured” represents the measured value of 

Ln(Fmax/width). “Shear Adhesion CV predicted” represents the predicted value of 

Ln(Fmax/width) using the PLS model in cross validation. 

MSC processing removes most light scattering from the raw NIR spectrum. The 

removed part  𝑝𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙  contains most light scattering information relevant to the 

product physical properties. In this study, cold flow is a phenomenon very much related 

to the product physical properties[5, 6, 8] so that  𝑝𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 was examined. 

According to Panero[63], estimation of intercept (α) and the slope (β) will 

theoretically capture the physical information related to the effect of light scattering. 
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Methods that used the β to understand products’ physical and mechanical properties 

were described by Gupta[64, 65]. As Figure 26 (A) shows, the means of the slopes (β) 

of 5 replicates for each formulation was calculated and plotted against the reciprocal 

of shear adhesion (cm/N) as the method described by Gupta. The correlation 

coefficient R
2
 of the regression is 0.9832. The same calculation and plot was applied 

for the intercept (α), see Figure 26 (B). The R
2
 is 0.9623. Both of the linear regression 

models give fairly good correlation coefficients. However, the deviations of the means 

for both α and β are very high indicating the regression models are accurate but not 

very precise. Thus,  𝑝𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 , which combines the intercept (α) and the slope (β), 

was examined to make a better regression model for predicting the shear adhesion of 

the product within 5% to 24% w/w TAC range. 
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Figure 26: (A) The plot of slope (β) means against the reciprocal of shear adhesion 

(cm/N) for Formulation Set 2, (B) The plot of intercept (α) means against the reciprocal 

of shear adhesion (cm/N) for Formulation Set 2. 

Figure 27 is  𝑝𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 of Formulation Set 2. These spectra are almost straight 

lines on the pattern. Only 400- 1600 nm wavelength regions are included in this figure 

and later PCA analysis to minimize chemical contamination. The main differences 

among the formulations’ spectra are their baselines which are highly influenced by 

light scattering. The 5% w/w TAC has the highest baseline while the 24% w/w TAC 

has the lowest. The 10%, 15% and 20% w/w TACs are distributed between them.
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Figure 27: The 400-1600 nm regions of  𝑝𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 of Formulation Set 2 

To further investigate   𝑝𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 PCA was also done on  𝑝𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙. Mean centering 

was used as the preprocessing method. Figure 28 shows the PCA score plot. PC1 

represents 99.76% of the variance in the data and separates all the formulations, but 

not the same as in  chemical PCA score plot. Scores of 5%, 10% and 15% w/w TAC 

are more close to each other along PC1 but scores of 20% and 24% w/w TAC are 

more separated. It shows that the spectral difference of samples in  𝑝𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 is not 

linearly correlated to the TAC content. 
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Figure 28: the PCA score plot of  𝑝𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 of Formulation Set 2. 

As the light scattering change captured by  𝑝𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 was associated with the 

physical and mechanical properties of TDDS, the PLS was applied to 

correlate  𝑝𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 with the reciprocals of shear adhesion of the Formulation Set 2, 

showing as Figure 29. The preprocessing method used was mean centering. The cross 

validation method was leave-group-out, leaving 5 data points out each time, which 

avoided over-fitting the model. The coefficient of determination R
2
 of the PLS model 

is 0.974, showing a fairly strong correlation between  𝑝𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 and the shear 

adhesion. The RMSEC is 0.0472 and the RMSECV is 0.0516. They are very close to 

each other, indicating a good precision and stability of the PLS model. Thus, for 

Formulation Set 2, the PLS model shows a good linear correlation between  

 𝑝𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 and the dynamic shear adhesion (Fmax/width) in 5% to 24% w/w TAC 
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content range.  

 

Figure 29: The PLS regression between  𝑝𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 and the reciprocals of shear 

adhesion (cm/N) of the Formulation Set 2. “Shear Adhesion Measured” represents the 

reciprocal of measured shear adhesion. “Shear Adhesion CV predicted” represents the 

reciprocal of predicted shear adhesion value using the PLS model in cross validation. 

The NIR spectra of Formulation Set 3 were also investigated using the same 

processing methods for Formulation Set 2 mentioned above (removing spectra of 

protective liners, thickness normalization and MSC) to understand the impact of 

environmental and instrumental variables, as long as the samples were prepared and 

measured in random order and at different days.  

The  𝑝𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 – reciprocals of shear adhesion PLS regression models of TAC and 

TEC of Formulation Set 3 are shown in Figure 30. For both TAC and TEC PLS 

models, the preprocessing method is mean centering and the cross validation method 
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is leave-group-out, leaving 5 data points out each time. The coefficient of 

determination R
2
 of the TAC PLS model is 0.988 and R

2
 of the TEC PLS model is 

0.977. Both of them show strong correlations between  𝑝𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 and the reciprocals 

of shear adhesion. It indicates that collection of data at different days did not 

influence the PLS model significantly. The RMSEC and RMSECV of the TAC PLS 

model are 0.0346 and 0.0378; the RMSEC and RMSECV of the TEC PLS model are 

0.0519 and 0.0547, showing a good stability and precision of the PLS regression 

models. The results show a good reproducibility of the analysis method as well as a 

good resistance of the PLS models to environmental and instrumental variables. 
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Figure 30: The PLS regression between  𝑝𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 and reciprocals of shear adhesion 

(cm/N) of the Formulation Set 3: (A) TAC, (B) TEC. “Shear Adhesion Measured” 

represents the reciprocal of measured shear adhesion. “Shear Adhesion CV predicted” 

represents the reciprocal of predicted shear adhesion value using the PLS model in 

cross validation. 

Conclusion 

The result of the cold flow study shows that the plasticizer contents, triacetin and 

triethyl citrate, dramatically impact the viscoelastic property of the transdermal drug 

delivery system. The shear adhesion decreases, whereas the cold flow degree 

increases, with the increase of the plasticizer content. The cold flow degree was found 

to have a linear correlation with the reciprocal of the dynamic shear adhesion. In the  

NIR spectral screening study,  𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 was be related to the plasticizer content and 

 𝑝𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 was able to predict the shear adhesion of TDDS. The evidences strongly 
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support that the NIR spectroscopy can be used to detect and predict cold flow in-line 

at the time of manufacturing. However, there are also some limitations of this study. 

Only plasticizers but no other additives were used to prepare the TDDS samples. So 

this conclusion cannot be generalized as applicable for all types of TDDS products. In 

cold flow measurement study, we accelerate cold flow process by applying extra 

stress. But in real life during drug products storage and application, the conditions 

could be different. Thus, long term cold flow measurements in real storage conditions 

are still required to validate this conclusion. 
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